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- Affordability: given our diverse population of students, this was an
essential criterion. This included the possibility to develop for the
platform from a Mac or a PC.
- Process Simplification: a programming environment designed to
help users with no coding experience would be preferred, as well as
a hardware environment optimized for direct musical interaction,
for instance including audio input and output jacks.
- Conceptual Abstraction: the ability to re-use one’s own code and to
use code shared by others in a modular way was of critical
importance to enable for fast development and test musical ideas.
- General-Purpose Input/Output (GPIO) port to support the addition
of sensors and actuators; for this course, we needed support for
digital inputs, analog inputs, and digital outputs.
- MIDI Compatibility: we wanted at minima MIDI input support,
preferably with support for both Class Compliant USB-MIDI
controllers and traditional input/output DIN MIDI connections.
- Signal Quality for Musical Purposes: we were looking for a system
with at least a stereo input and output with a minimum sampling
rate of 44.1 kHz, and with a General-Purpose Input/Output port
with a sampling rate fitting most musical gesture needs.
- Durability: this point was not of prime importance to teach a one
semester course, but thinking about the artistic potential, we were
interested in building instruments and performances that someone
could preserve as digital art, as described by Bressan [8].

on the Axoloti community web site. The instructor designed dozens of
focused tutorial patches for the students to learn the basics of the
platform.
Some particularities of the platform would take more than one
semester – or a different kind of syllabus – to master, especially the use
of fixed-point arithmetic. An advanced algorithm such as a reverse
delay with transposition was given as a module to re-use – the scope
of the course did not allow for detailed explanations of the code.

3. CONCLUSION
In this article, we showed how the Axoloti platform was well suited to
teach a course focusing on the creation of new electro-acoustic musical
instruments. The students developed creative projects such as an
upcycled guitar pick-up, a MIDI-controlled looper, a creative delay
guitar pedal; the scope of this paper does not allow for their
presentation. The flexibility of the Axoloti platform empowered
students to create in a limited time a great diversity of projects bridging
music, science, and technology.
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2.3 Axoloti, a Fitting Platform
After consideration of these criteria, we retained the Axoloti Core
(hardware board) and Patcher (software development) as main tool for
the course. This platform has already been used successfully in
creative music and research contexts [9]. Other platforms were
considered: Hoxton OWL [10] and Mod Duo [11] lacked the GPIO
ports necessary for easy addition of physical controls; the Teensy
board was used successfully for an instrument-building course [12] but
it was not readily usable (lack of jacks); the Bela platform [13] satisfies
most of our requirements, though at a slightly higher cost.
We show here how our constraints were satisfied:
- Affordability: the Axoloti Core board is the most affordable board
we found, fitting our requirements. Axoloti Patcher is a crossplatform development environment.
- Process Simplification: the board includes stereo audio input and
output. The Patcher provides a graphical programming interface.
- Conceptual Abstraction: code includes abstraction possibilities, and
is easily shared. The development cycle takes very little time.
- GPIO port: Axoloti Core includes 20 GPIO with digital input/output
capabilities, and a maximum of 15 analog inputs.
- MIDI Compatibility: Axoloti offers support for Class Compliant
USB-MIDI controllers and input/output DIN MIDI connections.
- Signal Quality for Musical Purposes: the converters work at 48 kHz/
24 bits. The DSP is processed over 32 bits. Vector size is fixed at
16 samples, which results in a latency small enough for our musical
goals. GPIO values are sampled at the sufficient rate of 3 kHz.
- Durability: Axoloti hardware and software are open-source, which
helps with the potential durability.
Additional features include the fact that the audio inputs can accept a
wide range of signal levels, for instance from piezo microphones, or
line-level synthesizers – nominal input gain may be adjusted by -12 or
+35 dB through software flags.
Moreover, when using sensors and low-power GPIO outputs, the
board can be powered by USB.

2.4 Limitations
During this one-semester instrument creation course, we did not reach
technical limitations preventing any artistic realization.
Some students – especially those with no previous programming
experience – had difficulties navigating the documentation available
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